Corporate Overview
Manage Supply Chain Risk with
The Standard in Supplier Qualification

Managing supply chain risk involves vetting the suppliers and contractors that provide materials and
services to your company. However, the qualification process is an enormous administrative burden that
often becomes a bottleneck and significantly hinders the ability to move projects forward. Avetta’s
credentialed safety, sustainability, and insurance specialists handle the entire process and present
all findings through our online platform, making it easy to reduce risk by ensuring you work with only
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the most qualified suppliers.

Reduced
Burden

Cost
Savings

Let Avetta’s credentialed safety, sustainability, and
insurance professionals handle the supplier vetting
process so you can focus on completing the projects
that will grow your business.
Avetta Overview Avoid the administrative
headache of collecting documentation and constantly
following up with suppliers.
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Letting Avetta’s team of professionals handle your
supplier qualification process allows you to redirect
valuable internal resources to more impactful activities and reduce the risk of loss and delays. Avetta has
perfected the labor-intensive supplier vetting process
so you can focus on growing your business.
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Better
Business Decisions
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Stronger
Supply Chain

Avetta’s thorough evaluation gives you unprecedented
visibility into suppliers’ qualifications which gives
you the ability to make better business decisions. All
information is updated on a regular basis so you can
rest assured that decisions are made based on recent
information.
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If gaps are identified, Avetta will work with suppliers to
meet or exceed your requirements. If suppliers are unable
or unwilling to meet your expectations, you will have the
tools and insight to work with only the highest performers
for a stronger, safer supply chain comprised of only the
best partners.
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Oil & Gas

Facilities
Management

Transportation

Chemical

Pharma

Telecom

Energy/
Utilities

Construction
Materials
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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In-House Seasoned
Experts

verview

Award-Winning
Technology

The value Avetta provides for its clients comes from the combination of our in-house expertise and our award-winning
technology. Avetta’s safety, sustainability, and insurance specialists have years of field experience and are perfectly
suited to engage with your suppliers to collect and verify required data. Our cloud-based SaaS platform makes that
data available across your entire organization from any web-enabled device for a superior supplier selection process.
Supplier Prequalification: Set your business requirements and let Avetta’s seasoned professionals do the
heavy lifting of collecting and verifying documentation that proves compliance so you can move projects
forward with ease.
Insurance Verification: Mitigate risk by ensuring suppliers have the right types and amounts of insurance
coverage. Specify your insurance requirements, and Avetta’s insurance specialists will verify adequate
coverage is in place.
Safety and Sustainability Audits: Avetta’s safety and sustainability experts thoroughly review programs
and policies, as well as perform audits to verify that documented procedures are properly executed so
you can better manage risk with leading indicators.
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Employee Qualification and Training: Ensure the contracted workers that perform work on your site are
qualified to do the job. Workers can easily upload licenses and certifications to prove they are qualified
and complete induction training before they arrive on your site.
Reporting and Analytics: Avetta’s powerful analytics engine delivers unprecedented visibility into your
supply chain. Quickly answer your most urgent business questions with easy-to-understand, real-time
insights.

Worldwide Support

163

Countries

18

Languages

300+

Hiring
Companies

Learn more at avetta.com or contact us at 949-936-4500
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